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We report on the rst measurement of exlusive Ξ−(1321) hyperon photoprodution in γp →
K+K+Ξ− for 3.2 < Eγ < 3.9 GeV. The nal state is identied by the missing mass in p(γ,K
+K+)X
measured with the CLAS detetor at Jeerson Laboratory. We have deteted a signiant number
of the ground-state Ξ−(1321) 1
2
+
, and have estimated the total ross setion for its prodution. We
have also observed the rst exited state Ξ−(1530) 3
2
+
. Photoprodution provides a opious soure
of Ξ's. We disuss the possibilities of a searh for the reently proposed Ξ−−5 and Ξ
+
5 pentaquarks.
Little is known about the doubly-strange Ξ hyper-
ons. Aording to the Review of Partile Properties
(RPP), JP has been determined for only three states:
the Ξ(1321)1
2
+
, the Ξ(1530)3
2
+
, and the Ξ(1820)3
2
−
[1℄.
Eight more andidates have been reported, but no JP
determination has been made [1℄. SU(3)F symmetry im-
plies the existene of a Ξ for every N∗ and also one for
every ∆∗ [2℄. The RPP lists 24 well-established (3- or
4-star) N∗ and ∆∗ resonanes. There are also 20 N∗
and ∆∗ andidates (1- or 2-star). We therefore expet
to nd at least 24 Ξ∗ states; another 20 states may also
exist.
Beause the asades have strangeness S = −2, they
are diult to produe. The study of these hyperons has
thus far entered on their prodution in K−p reations;
some Ξ∗ states were found using high energy hyperon
beams. It is important to nd other means of Ξ produ-
tion  there is no suitable K− faility for the prodution
of the exited Ξ∗ states available now or in the forseeable
future.
The inlusive photoprodution proess γp → Ξ−X
has been studied by two groups. In both ases, the Ξ−
was reonstruted from the deay produts in the hain
Ξ− → pi−Λ→ pi−pi−p. Aston et al. [3℄ used a tagged pho-
ton beam in the energy range 20 < Eγ < 70 GeV at the
CERN SPS with the Omega spetrometer, and measured
a ross setion of 28 ± 9 nb for xF (= 2p∗‖/
√
s) > −0.3.
Abe et al. [4℄ used a 20 GeV laser-baksattered photon
∗
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eased
beam inident on the SLAC 1-m hydrogen bubble ham-
ber and quote a total ross setion of 117± 17 nb. They
also report a value of 94± 13 nb in the same xF range as
the CERN group, in strong disagreement with Aston et
al. [3℄. The disrepany between these two experiments
has never been addressed.
The availablility at the Thomas Jeerson National
Aelerator Faility (JLab) of high-energy, high-quality
photon and eletron beams up to 6 GeV suggests that
the prospets for asade photoprodution should be re-
visited. All 11 asade states listed in the RPP are very
narrow (9 − 60 MeV) [1℄, and there is reason to believe
that any missing asades are also narrow [5℄. The Ξ−
an therefore be observed as a sharp peak in the miss-
ing mass spetrum in p(γ,K+K+)X . This method has a
great benet in that it an be used without modiation
to searh for all narrow exited asade states [6℄.
In this paper, we present the rst measurement of
exlusive Ξ− photoprodution in the proess γp →
K+K+Ξ−. We use the missing mass tehnique to mea-
sure the ross setion for the prodution of the ground
state Ξ−, and establish a signal for the rst exited state
Ξ−(1530). The method, while urrently limited by statis-
tis, is a viable option for future searhes for high-mass
Ξ∗ states. The availability of a substantial sample of
asade hyperons, both in the ground state and exited
states, will allow the pursuit of several avenues of re-
searh [7℄. These inlude the searh for the many miss-
ing asade states mentioned above, studies of interesting
asade deays, JP measurements of the Ξ states, the s-
d quark mass dierene, and with a long target to allow
resattering, Ξp sattering and double Λ hypernulear
prodution.
The interest in asade physis has reeived a major
3boost due to the reent evidene for the prodution of
pentaquarks, even though their existene is not rmly
established [8, 9℄. Within the proposed antideuplet of
pentaquark states, three are manifestly exoti, in that
their quantum numbers prelude them from being three-
quark states: the Θ+(1540), the Ξ−−5 , and the Ξ
+
5 (the
subsript 5 refers to the pentaquark nature of these
objets). Only one experiment, NA49, has laimed a
signal for the Ξ5 [10℄, although there is dissention within
the NA49 group as to the interpretation of this result [11℄.
Other experiments with muh higherstatistis [12, 13, 14,
15, 16℄ have not seen this state. The RPP rates the Ξ5
as a one-star state [1℄. It is urgently neessary to nd a
omplementary approah to investigate the existene of
the Ξ5.
The photon energy threshold for the prodution of
the ground state Ξ−(1321)1
2
+
is 2.4 GeV; the rst ex-
ited state, the Ξ−(1530)3
2
+
, requires Eγ > 2.96 GeV.
These energies are readily available at JLab with the
Hall B Photon Tagger [17℄, while the two K+'s an be
deteted with the large-aeptane multi-partile spe-
trometer CLAS [18℄. This detetor is a six-setor spe-
trometer with a toroidal magneti eld. Three sets of
drift hambers surrounded by a highly-segmented sin-
tillation ounter system determine the momentum and
veloity of the outgoing harged partiles at polar angles
in the range 10◦ − 140◦.
To establish that there are two K+'s in the nal state,
time-of-ight is used over a∼5-m ight path to the outer-
most layer of the CLAS detetor. This makes the dete-
tion eieny strongly dependent on the kaon momen-
tum. Eah kaon must also have enough perpendiular
momentum to be direted into the detetor, whih plaes
a limit on the maximum observable Ξ∗ mass beyond that
imposed by the photon energy. These fators are par-
tially oset by the toroidal eld of the CLAS magnet,
whih bends positively-harged partiles away from the
beamline. The measurement desribed in this paper ben-
ets from the resulting large geometrial aeptane for
the two K+'s.
We have analyzed two existing CLAS data sets for the
exlusive photoprodution proess p(γ,K+K+)Ξ−. The
rst data set, labeled g6a, had a photon energy range
3.2 < Eγ < 3.9 GeV, with a photon ux of 10
6 γ/s. For
the seond data set, g6b, the photon energy range was
3.0 < Eγ < 5.2 GeV, and the photon ux was approxi-
mately ve times higher. The running onditions for the
two data sets were otherwise idential. An 18-m-long
liquid-hydrogen target was loated at the enter of CLAS.
The trigger required a oinidene between harged par-
tile traks in two opposing setors. The integrated lumi-
nosity of the g6a data set is 1.1 pb−1. The luminosity of
the g6b set is approximately twie as large, but the abso-
lute normalization unertainties in this data set prevent
us from using it in our evaluation of the ross setion.
The determination of the photon ux is disussed in [17℄.
The identiation of a partile as a K+ is based on
the measured momentum and veloity. Figure 1 shows
mX(g p→K+K+X) (GeV)
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Figure 1: The missing mass mX in the proess p(γ,K
+K+)X
for the g6a data set. The gure has not been orreted for a-
eptane. The ground-state Ξ−(1321) 1
2
+
is learly seen; the
signal-to-bakground ratio exeeds 10:1. A possible enhane-
ment is seen in the plot at the position of the rst exited
state Ξ−(1530) 3
2
+
. The arrow indiates the RPP mass of this
state at 1.535 GeV.
the missing mass spetrum for the proess p(γ,K+K+)X
from the g6a data set. This spetrum has not been or-
reted for aeptane. There is a large, very narrow peak
at 1320 MeV, with a signal-to-bakground ratio of better
than 10:1. The mass is in exellent agreement with the
RPP value of 1321.3± 0.1 MeV [1℄. This exellent agree-
ment is likely fortuitous; based on other measured miss-
ing masses in this analysis, we estimate the systemati
unertainty in the mass determination of this data set is
about 10 MeV. Subtrating a polynomial bakground, we
nd that the ground-state peak has 101±12 events. A at
bakground yields nearly the same result. The FWHM is
approximately 15 MeV, onsistent with the missing mass
resolution of the CLAS detetor.
There is an indiation of a small peak in Fig. 1 in good
agreement with the mass of the rst exited state, the
Ξ−(1530)3
2
+
. It is too small for any onlusion about the
Ξ−(1530) to be made, due to the relatively low available
photon energy and a redued detetor aeptane. To
investigate this, we have analyzed the CLAS g6b data
set. Figure 2 shows the orresponding missing mass
spetrum. In this data set the Ξ−(1530) is learly visi-
ble. Higher-mass states, however, annot be seen above
the bakground. A data set onentrated at high en-
ergy, the CLAS g6 data set (4.8 < Eγ < 5.4 GeV;∫ Ldt = 2.7 pb−1), will be analyzed for the prodution
of heavier exited states of the asade. This analysis
will be the subjet of a future publiation.
4mX( g p→K+K+X) (GeV)
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 for the g6b data set. Both the ground
state Ξ−(1321) 1
2
+
and the rst exited state Ξ−(1530) 3
2
+
are
seen.
One of the advantages of the missing mass tehnique is
that the physis bakgrounds are small; if the nal state
ontains two K+'s, whatever is left must have the quan-
tum numbers of the Ξ−. The rst real bakground that
an appear is due to the proess γp→ K+φΛ, where the
φ deays to K+K−. This bakground only ontributes
for missing masses above mK− +mΛ = 1.6 GeV.
The high photon ux ontributes to another bak-
ground due toK/pi misidentiation. The analysis proe-
dure used for this data mathed the timing of eah trak
in CLAS to that of a tagged photon in our photon tag-
ger. The innermost timing detetor in CLAS had only
three hannels, whih resulted in a large aidental bak-
ground from one of two likely nal states: pi+pi+∆− and
K+pi+Σ−. Both of these an appear to be the K+K+Ξ−
nal state if the photon that aused the event was not
tagged (if, for instane, it was below the range of the
photon tagger), while a higher-energy photon was tagged
nearby in time. This results in the large bakground in
Fig. 2.
Even when the photon is tagged orretly, a high-
energy pion an masquerade as a high-energy kaon. If
this happens in the proess γp→ K+pi+Σ−, the resulting
missing mass will be inorretly alulated. This results
in the enhanement in Fig. 2 near 1100 MeV. A similar
bakground, due to the proess γp → K+pi+Σ−(1385),
is expeted to appear near the mass of the ground-state
asade.
The large bakground under the peak in Fig. 2, along
with the g6b normalization diulty mentioned earlier,
makes the extration of a ross setion diult. We
E
g
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m
X
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)
1.315
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1.325
3.25 3.5 3.75 4
Figure 3: Consisteny of the missing mass of the K+K+ sys-
tem. Shown is the entroid of the peak in the K+K+ missing
mass for γp→ K+K+X as a funtion of the inident photon
energy. The vertial error represents one-half the bin width
of the plot in Fig. 1. The horizontal line is the PDG value of
the Ξ− mass of 1321.31 MeV.
therefore do not report ross setions for this data set,
as improvements have been made to the CLAS detetor
to mitigate both of these issues. Future data is expeted
to be muh leaner. We may still use the g6b data set to
make a qualitative assessment of the feasibility of the Ξ
photoprodution program.
We an show that a peak is not an artifat of K/pi
misidentiation by investigating the dependene of the
position of the peak on the inident photon energy and
the asade prodution angle. By dividing our data into
four Eγ bins, we eetively make four independent mea-
surements of the Ξ− mass. As seen in Fig. 3, the peak
position is stable over a 700-MeVEγ range. A similar test
was performed, plotting the peak position as a funtion
of the Ξ− .m. angle, with the same results.
The asade prodution mehanism is not known at
present; it likely involves the intermediate prodution of
any of several high-mass N∗ and Y ∗ states. This makes
the alulation of the aeptane diult and results in
a large systemati unertainty in the extration of the
ross setion. Our estimate of the ross setion is based
on a uniform K+K+Ξ− phase spae distribution of the
nal state partiles. In this speial ase, we used a Monte
Carlo simulation of the CLAS detetor based on GEANT
3.21 to nd that the ground state photoprodution pro-
ess for the g6a data set has an aeptane of 2.8%, av-
eraged over the entire Eγ range.
The dominant systemati unertainty is in the aep-
tane alulation, due to the unknown prodution meh-
anism for this proess. The limited statistis of this mea-
surement prevent us from making a detailed study of the
prodution, but we may make an estimate of the eet
of dierent prodution models by omparing the aep-
tane based on our phase-spae alulation above with
a toy model in whih the ross setion varies as a fun-
tion of the momentum transfer t to the K+K+ system,
with the funtional form σ = AeBt. For suh a model,
we obtain a smaller aeptane and a orrespondingly
higher ross setion. By omparing the simulation with
5the data, we obtain B = 1 ± 1, leading to a variation
in the alulated aeptane of ∼ 30%. We use this as
our systemati unertainty, and obtain a value for the to-
tal ross setion, averaged over the photon energy range
3.2 < Eγ < 3.9 GeV, of 3.5± 0.5(stat.)± 1.0(syst.) nb.
At luminosites attainable with photon experiments
with the CLAS detetor, our data imply the produ-
tion of several thousand asade ground-state hyperons
per week. The ross setion for the rst exited state is
roughly two to three times smaller than for the ground
state, but nevertheless provides a reasonable ounting
rate in a dediated experiment. We are therefore on-
dent that we will have suient ounting rates to jus-
tify initiating the program of asade physis outlined in
Ref. [7℄.
With small modiations, the photoprodution
method may be used to searh for Ξ5 pentaquarks. In
the predition of Ref. [19℄ and elsewhere, the Ξ5 has
isospin 3/2, with −2 ≤ Q ≤ +1. The Ξ−5 an be de-
teted using the proess p(γ,K+K+)Ξ−5 , similar to the
3-quark Ξ−. To detet the other three harge states, ad-
ditional pions of the appropriate harge an be added to
the nal state. The proesses p(γ,K+K+pi+)Ξ−−5 and
p(γ,K+K+pi−pi−)Ξ+5 would be used to detet the two
manifestly exoti asades. Beause these proesses have
extra partiles in the nal state, they also have orre-
spondingly higher photon energy thresholds. It is there-
fore neessary to run at the highest energies possible for
these searhes. The identiation of the Ξ−5 and the Ξ
0
5
as pentaquarks is dependent on also nding the Ξ−−5 or
the Ξ+5 at the same mass. If the pentaquarks are found,
we may use the proess p(γ,K+K+)Ξ−5 to ompare the
properties of the pentaquark asades with those of the
3-quark asades, suh as mass splittings, widths, deay
rates, and deay modes. The ability to look at both of
these types of states with the exat same proess makes
this a powerful approah.
We have demonstrated the potential of photoprodu-
tion to investigate new asade states. Furthermore, we
have shown that JLab has suient energy and tagged
photon ux for this purpose. The absolute energy ali-
bration of the Hall B photon tagger and CLAS allow the
determination of missing masses to < 1% in the asade
mass region. This method provides a omplementary ap-
proah to the searh for the asade pentaquark.
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